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About This Game

Chaos Village is a top-down chaotic shooter game with various weapons, perks and power ups.

You can try to beat 60 levels of classic gameplay or test your record on Survive mode. At the end of every round, you get
experience to level up and unlock new weapons or modifications.

In the customization screen, you can change the way your character looks; different characters and different color patterns.
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Title: Chaos Village
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
QuickSave
Publisher:
QuickSave
Release Date: 14 Feb, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows 7

Processor: Core i3 / AMD A6 2.4Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 260 / AMD Radeon HD 5750. OpenGL 3.3

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 500 MB available space
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What can I say. You can spread the socialist revolution as Russia. 10\/10.. Let me start by saying that I do understand that you
can get different endings simply by loading one save and selecting an option, but, in my opinion, that's boring, why not just
replay it?

Okay. I'd definitely recommend this. Even for those who haven't seen Psycho Pass itself. This is because most things
newcomers wouldn't understand can be explained in game, and for fans it expands the universe.

The story is great, I enjoyed it, and while it's not excellent or on par with the actual series (hey, we still get some Makashima in
the game), it's still a great enough story that I liked it and will replay it.

Another thing I like is the little bonus mini-game (this was my first time playing anything like it, and I enjoyed it) so, if you just
want to waste time, this has that little bonus too.

The locations, sounds and music feel very Psycho-Pass-y in a way that doesn't make it feel as though it were extracted from the
series, but more like it's a unique blend that creates another part of the universe.

All in all, I definitely do recommend if you're a fan of Psycho-Pass, or if you're a newcomer to the universe and want a game to
play that's got a good story.

And the Art Book is great, the price is just right for it and it even has some comments from the VAs involved at the end too,
which I liked reading over because it shows how much they liked psycho pass.. Very fun to play. Loved the game! A fun game
with good art and story.
Every character is interesting and all the routes are worth playing.
My only problem with the game is how short it is, I want more!!

Anyway great job with the game and I hope for future games by the developer (hopefully longer!).. it's kind of a waste of time,
and the trimming controls aren't the best. A Small Robot Story is a pretty fun and fast paced platformer that feels properly
modular in its speed and playstyle, but it has a particular preference in that style. The boss battles are pretty fun and they scale in
difficulty appropriately.

Pros: The response time and fluidity of playing feels great. The pixelated art direction looks nice, and there is a lot of great
animation. The music is really really good, especially the 3rd level. There is a lot of love and care in this release from the
developer, and you can see it.

Cons: Areas are pretty sprawling, but the level design doesn't feel intuitive, so to say. They are certainly long enough, though.
There is little reward for exploration aside from batteries, so there is little reason than to "run through the maze". Likewise,
there is no reward really for killing enemies, either. This angles the playstyle to be fast, linear and pacifistic.

Overall, I really like the game. It was a lot of fun and because my initial playthrough didn't "catch" the desired playstyle until the
last level, it will likely drive me to try other ways to beat it. It's not an incredibly long game, but for the price it's most certainly a
good time.. Simply one of the best platformers I've ever played. It's really a underrated gem.
Also it has a awesome soundtrack!. This game is alot of fun, played with my sister with us both swapping roles screaming and
laughing our asses off...was a shame it was 3am in the morning at the time, next day we had some peeved off family members
asking us what the F were we laughing and screaming at xD

Pros : FUN
  Looks really nice
  Runs well (on my system)
  Great Music

Cons: Bit jittery at times
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  Player Bot looks different when picked up (Patch upcomming to change)
  Powers should regen over long time
  Player bot sometimes get stuck at start in swimming motion
  If you pick up player bot on lower floor and drop them, they will fall through when they respawn and be in endless falling loop
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Awesome. It's been almost a decade since I last played this game on a Playstation Magazine demo disk, and the game is still as
good, if not better than I remember. The challenge is just as great, and the game is just so much fun to mindlessly play for
hours. I absolutely recommend buying this game if you ever played the original Gravitation, and I still recommend it even if you
didn't. Amazing work.. Executable is missing for Linux. Easy to learn, insanely hard to master. HyperRouge is the procedurally
generated puzzle/chess/dungeoncrawl mashup I never knew I wanted until someone gifted me a copy, I played 25.6 hours in the
first two days.. this isnt a dog fighter, this is a plane fighter, i want my money back. it is so ♥♥♥♥ing bad. I enjoy this, I enjoy
the retro feel. It is very much like Command and Conquer. You must rely on artillery and be very careful with ammunition and
feeling out the lay of the battlefield. Troops are scarce and basically cannon fodder. Bring them in only after the howitzers have
done the dirty work. So, as others have mentioned, it is rather accurate. This is not a run and gun game. I also agree that there is
little direction, yet that also lends to accuracy, as the fog of war lends to confusion and needless stumbling into slaughter. This
game demands patience.

One thing. Can anyone tell me how to use the medical trucks? I can't get them to do anything.
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